NOW IS THE
TIME
KE NAKO

SPORTS HAVE THE POWER TO
CHANGE THE WORLD. IT HAS
THE POWER TO INSPIRE, THE
POWER TO UNITE PEOPLE IN A
WAY THAT LITTLE ELSE DOES. IT
SPEAKS TO YOUTH IN A
LANGUAGE THEY UNDERSTAND.
SPORTS CAN CREATE HOPE,
WHERE THERE WAS ONCE ONLY
DESPAIR. IT IS MORE POWERFUL
THAN GOVERNMENTS IN
BREAKING DOWN RACIAL
BARRIERS. IT LAUGHS IN THE
FACE OF ALL TYPES OF
DISCRIMINATION.

Nelson Mandela

SOLIDIFYING NETBALL ON THE
AFRICAN CONTINENT
Now is the opportunity for the INF to create awareness and solidify Netball
on the African Continent. With South Africa/Africa having so much untapped
potential, the 2023 INF Netball World Cup will showcase the amazing possibilities
that sport/netball has to offer with the support of National, Provincial and Local
government. The INF and the Netball World Cup have the ability to light the
fire in the hearts of women and girls on the African Continent and the World.
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CAPE TOWN THE EVENTS CAPITAL OF AFRICA
Cape Town has a strong track record as an events destination and hosts major
global events on an annual basis. The annual signature events include: the HSBC
Sevens Rugby, the Cape Town Cycle Tour, Old Mutual Two Oceans Marathon, Design Indaba, Mining Indaba, Absa Cape Epic, Cape Town International Jazz Festival, Cape Town Open, Sanlam Cape Town Marathon, the FIA World Rallycross,
and Africa Travel Week. Cape Town has become the envy of many global cities as
a result of its wide-ranging events portfolio with more domestic and international visitors making their way to our city to enjoy and compete in events. The Netball World Cup would be the perfect addition to our calendar, and provide Africa and South Africa with the opportunity to welcome the world to showcase
its expertise, hospitality, natural beauty, rich culture and passion for sport.
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CAPE TOWN SPORTS LOVERS PARADISE
One of the most beautiful cities on earth, Cape Town offers something for everyone.
Globally, the city ranks among the world’s top destinations to visit and has all the
attributes that appeal to people looking for a great city in which to live, work, play
and invest. With a cultural heritage spanning more than 300 years and a vibrant
mix of people, places and events, Cape Town is widely considered to be one of the
most desirable cities in the world and was voted 1 of the Top 10 Cities in the World
for Travellers by Lonely Planet in 2017. With Cape Town’s climate, facilities, natural
landscape, reputation for hosting events and long sunny days, it’s no surprise that
sports events have a huge presence in the City. The City is a popular destination
for cricket, netball, rugby, football, surfing, kitesurfing, athletics, hiking, volleyball and
swimming, to name but a few. With a vibrant mix of people who engage in sport, the
Netball World Cup can expect massive support and look forward to large cheering
crowds, making each athlete feel welcomed and supported.
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PERFECTLY LOCATED, WORLD CLASS
PRECINCT
With the iconic presence of Table
Mountain in the background and a
stone’s throw from the Atlantic Ocean,
the Cape Town International Convention
Centre (CTICC) precinct offers a unique
combination of world-class venues
and facilities.
This multi-purpose
convention centre was designed
to amaze you with the possibilities
providing highly advanced technology
services, large-scale capacity venues,
fully equipped boardrooms and on-site
five-star accommodation.

Perfectly located, the CTICC is able to
offer a competition area and training
venue with the Congress venue and
event accommodation in close proximity.
The CTICC forms a lively link between
the CBD and the city’s harbour, including
the country’s most visited venue, the
V&A Waterfront with its mesmerizing
list of restaurants, boutiques, malls and
creative characters. Many of the city’s
other landmarks – shops, buildings,
cultural attractions – and top hotels, are
within a few minutes’ walking distance
of the CTICC.

CTICC

WINELANDS

V&A WATERFRONT
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THE WORLD CLASS CTICC PRECINCT – THE PERFECT
STAGE FOR AFRICA’S FIRST NETBALL WORLD CUP
The CTICC was awarded 1st place in the top 500 Companies, Exhibition & Conference
Facilities Category in South Africa’s Best Managed Companies in 2016.

THE CTICC COMPLEX COMPRISES:

01.

02.

03.

ICC2 Training Venue
(9 819m2).

ICC1 Competition
Venue (11 399m2).

04.
The Westin Hotel 5* –
INF Board Hotel.

The venue has an
on-site, multi-storey
car park with 1,600
spaces. (A number of
dedicated parking bays
are available for people
with disabilities).

05.

06.

The venue will
be configured to
accommodate a twocourt layout for the
preliminary rounds with
a total seating capacity
of 5 000.

The venue will be reset
to a full hall, single
court layout with an
overall seating capacity
of 7 000.

“AN OPPORTUNITY TO SHOWCASE THE
POWER OF WOMEN”
Anroux Marais, Minister of Cultural Affairs and Sport
Western Cape Provincial Government
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Our vision is to create an event village with a special atmosphere and as such our accommodation
proposals is compact and convenient with all official hotels located within walking distance of
the competition, training and function venues with the precinct.

EASY ACCESS
Cape Town International Airport (CTIA) is regularly
voted the best Airport in Africa which will assure
safe and friendly travel to and from Cape Town.
CTIA is just 20 minutes from the CTICC. On arrival
at the CTIA, access to ground transport is simple
and convenient with taxis and the MyCiTi bus
service.
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Approximately 4 500 hotel bedrooms
are available within walking distance
with a total of 20 000 available within a
30-minute radius. Cape Town also offers
about 10 000 bedrooms via AirBnb.
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CAPE TOWN
Cape Town is known as one of the most
affordable business tourism and incentive
travel destinations in the world, with an
exchange rate that favours the dollar, pound
and euro. Estimated Destination Costs:

•

Taxi from airport R 300 / $ 24

•

Public transport from airport R 90 / $ 7

•

Week pass on public transport R 250 / $ 20

•

3 course meal (excl beverages) R 250 / $ 20

•

Local beer R 30 / $ 2,50

•

Coffee R 20 / $ 1,60

•

Fast food burger R 30 / $ 2,50

•

Entrance to top attraction R 240 / $ 19,20

•

Full day scheduled tour R 950 / $ 76

•

Hop-on hop-off bus R 170 / $ 13,60
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The Cape Town Big7 represents the perfect
combination of dramatic scenic beauty,
enthralling history and exhilarating
activities that have come to define this
beautiful corner of South Africa. Cape
Point, City Walk, Groot Constantia,
Kirstenbosch, Robben Island Museum,
Table Mountain Cableway and the V&A
Waterfront are the iconic destinations
that form the core of the true Cape Town
experience. Other notable attractions
include Boulders Beach, the Zeitz Museum
of Contemporary Art Africa and the Two
Oceans Aquarium.
Cape Town has the highest number of
Blue Flag beaches in South Africa. Seven of
the city’s most popular beaches and three
Cape Town marinas have been recognised
for meeting the globally-acclaimed Blue
Flag standards.
Cape Town has a number of world class
museums that offer up a treasure trove to
the past. A number of these museums are
located in the city centre - all within walking
distance of each other - and together offer
a view as diverse and entertaining as the
city itself.

CHANGING THE PERCEPTIONS
OF WOMEN IN SPORT
Changing perceptions and growing the profile of
woman is an ongoing commitment of the South African
Government and Sport Fraternity. This can already
be seen by the current government structure in place;
National, Provincial and Local structures being led by an
all-female team.

Cape Town is a creative hub with arts,
heritage and cultural sites, activities and
opportunities for all. We have a lively arts
and culture scene where creativity and
heritage are explored through theatre,
live music, dance, visual arts and more.
Both day and night in Cape Town offer
you exciting cultural spaces to visit and
events to be a part of. Explore galleries
and museums, cultural precincts, attend
signature events and explore our top
cultural venues.
Cape Town offers excellent value for money
and visitors will be spoilt for choice and have
the opportunity to visit and experience iconic
destinations at affordable prices.
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SOUTH AFRICA’S
COMMITMENT TO NETBALL

NSA’S PROMISE

With women and girls deeply entrenched with in the
transformation charter of South Africa, Netball has
become one of the key vehicles of change. In hosting
the 2023 INF Netball World Cup, South Africa will be
increasingly equipped to tackle the growth and support
of woman and girls in sport, through the increased
international awareness. In addition, the outlined
2023 INF Netball World Cup legacy initiatives further
strengthen South Africa’s commitment to the growth of
Netball within its borders and the continent as a whole.

Netball South Africa and Cape Town offers:
•

•
•

•

SOUTH AFRICA INF NETBALL
WORLD CUP LEGACY

•

The aspect of legacy is one of utmost imprtance to us.
As the host nation, South Africa will ensure the lasting
memory and legacy of the 2023 INF Netball World Cup
by:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The development of external technical staff
Improving age group categories for new events and
competitions
Ensuring the transformation target of Netball South
Africa Is accelerated
Improvement of current Regional and Provincial
structures
Creation of new netball facilities across the host
Province and City
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A strong commercial offer, all underwritten
by the South African Government through
the National Department of Sport and
Recreation.
A world renowned City known for its ability
to host World Class events.
A perfectly located, World Class precinct
poised to deliver the ultimate player and
spectator experience.
Full government backing in line with INF
requirements.
Friendly and welcoming locals who fully
support the variety of sporting events and
festivals hosted within the City.
A truly African experience with regards to
the opening ceremony.
A step change in knowledge transfer that
supports the INF in its ambition to develop
the game world-wide.
An experience that positively enhances
the perceptions of woman’s sport in South
Africa and across the planet.

#putyourhandsup2023

